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ABSTRACT

Building reliable data-driven predictive systems requires
a considerable amount of human effort, especially in the
data preparation and cleaning phase. In many applica-
tion domains, multiple preprocessing steps need to be
applied in sequence, constituting a ‘workflow’ and facil-
itating reproducibility. The concatenation of such work-
flow with a predictive model forms a Multi-Component
Predictive System (MCPS). Automatic MCPS compo-
sition can speed up this process by taking the human
out of the loop, at the cost of model transparency. In
this paper, we adopt and suitably re-define the Well-
handled with Regular Iterations Work Flow (WRI-WF)
Petri nets to represent MCPSs. The use of such WRI-
WF nets helps to increase the transparency of MCPSs
required in industrial applications and make it possible
to automatically verify the composed workflows. We
also present our experience and results of applying this
representation to model soft sensors in chemical produc-
tion plants.

INTRODUCTION

In many data mining problems one needs to sequen-
tially apply multiple preprocessing methods to the data
(e.g. outlier detection → missing value imputation →
dimensionality reduction), effectively forming a prepro-
cessing chain. Such data-driven workflows have been
used to guide data processing in a variety of fields.
Some examples are astronomy (Berriman et al. 2007),
biology (Shade and Teal 2015), clinical research (Te-
ichmann et al. 2010), archive scanning (Messaoud et al.
2011), telecommunications (Maedche et al. 2000), bank-
ing (Wei et al. 2013) and process industry (Budka et al.
2014) to name a few. The common methodology in all
these fields consists of following a number of steps to
prepare a dataset for mining. In the field of predic-
tive modelling, the workflow resulting from connecting
different methods is known as a Multi-Component Pre-
dictive System (MCPS) (Tsakonas and Gabrys 2012).
At the moment, tools like WEKA (Frank et al. 2016),
RapidMiner (Hofmann and Klinkenberg 2016) or Kn-

ime (Berthold et al. 2008) allow to create and run
MCPSs including a large variety of operators. Each of
these tools however uses a different representation of
workflows. One of the goals of this paper is to estab-
lish a common framework for connecting multiple data
processing components into workflows.

ALTERNATIVES TO REPRESENT MCPS

To formalise the notion of MCPSs under a common ab-
stract framework, various approaches can be considered:

1. Function composition, where each component is
a function f : X → Y that makes an operation over
an input tensor x (i.e. a multidimensional array
made of continuous or categorical values) and re-
turns an output tensor y. Several components can
be connected by composing functions i.e. f(g(x)).
However, this notation can become tedious when
representing complex workflows involving multiple
components with parallel paths of different lengths.
Moreover, it is not expressive enough to represent
different states of a concurrent system.

2. Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG), consisting of
a set of components (nodes) F and directed arcs A
connecting pairs of components: G = (F,A). This
approach is very flexible and makes it easy to under-
stand the structure of the MCPS. However, DAGs on
their own are not expressive enough to model system
execution (e.g. how data is transformed, what meta-
data is generated, iterations, and preconditions) or
temporal behaviour (e.g. duration and delays).

3. Petri nets (PN), which are a modelling tool ap-
plicable to many types of systems (Petri 1962). A
Petri net PN = (P, T, F ) is a directed bipartite
graph consisting of a set of places P and transitions
T connected by arcs F . Depending on the system,
places and transitions can be interpreted in differ-
ent ways. In this paper, places are considered to
be data buffers and transitions are data processing
methods. PNs have been shown to be very useful
to model workflows (van der Aalst 1998a) since they
are very flexible, can accommodate complex process
logic including concurrency and have a strong math-
ematical foundation (Murata 1989). Using workflow



algebra (Pankratius and Stucky 2005) one can mod-
ify and create PNs with relational operators like se-
lection or union, which can be useful to adapt work-
flows. Analysis methods like (van der Aalst 2000)
inspect PN structure to find potential design errors.
An important advantage is that the graphical nature
of PNs makes them intuitive and easy to understand
for any domain expert. PNs are also vendor inde-
pendent and, once composed, can be easily trans-
lated to any data mining tool. This approach has
not been considered before to model MCPSs and it
is proposed in this paper for the first time.

BACKGROUND

While Petri nets were introduced in (Petri 1962), the
most recent definition of a Petri net, which has been
adopted in this paper, was given in (Murata 1989) as
the following tuple

PN = (P, T, F,W,M0) (1)

where P = {p1, ..., pm} is a finite set of places, T =
{t1, ..., tn} is a finite set of transitions, F ∈ (P × T ) ∪
(T×P ) is a set of arcs, W : F → N+ is a weight function,
M0 : P → N is the initial marking (i.e. state of the net
– number of tokens in each place). Additionally, a Petri
net contains one or more tokens that represent units
of the system to be processed. The lifetime of a PN is
defined by a set of statesM = {M0, ...,Mq}. Each state
is the distribution of the tokens over P .
In the remainder of this section, we define a number of
properties of PNs, which enable us to apply this formal-
ism to defining the MCPSs.
In a Petri net, nodes are connected by arcs forming
paths. Formally,

Definition 1 (Path) A path C from a node n1 ∈ P∪T
to a node nk ∈ P ∪ T is a sequence of nodes 〈n1n2...nk〉
such that fi,i+1 ∈ F | 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. A path C is
elementary iff, for any two nodes ni and nj on C, i 6=
j ⇒ ni 6= nj.

The behaviour of a Petri net is described by firing of
transitions. A transition can be fired (i.e. activated)
when each of its input places are marked at least with
the number of tokens indicated by the value of the func-
tion w(p, t) associated with the arc p→ t (i.e. minimum
number of tokens needed in p to fire the transition t).
When the active transitions t are fired, the state of the
net changes from Mn to Mn+1 and tokens are trans-
ferred from input to output places for each transition.
The nodes of a Petri net (i.e. places and transitions) can
have multiple output and input arcs. Depending on the
behaviour of the node, there are four main constructs:

• AND-split: A token is produced for each of the
output arcs.

• XOR-split: A token is produced for only one of
the output arcs.

• AND-join: A token is received for each of the in-
put arcs.

• XOR-join: A token is received for only one of the
input arcs.

The input nodes of a node n ∈ P ∪T are denoted as •n,
while output ones are n•.
Despite of the fact that the classical Petri nets can cover
a large range of applications (e.g. manufacturing (DiCe-
sare et al. 1993), business process management (van
der Aalst et al. 2000), hardware design (Yakovlev et al.
2000), molecular biology systems (Hardy and Robillard
2004), there are sometimes circumstances when new
properties have to be defined in order to cover addi-
tional types of systems. For example, (van der Aalst
1998a) presented a new type of Petri net to represent
business process logic called WorkFlow net (WF-net).
WF-nets are sequential workflows with a single starting
point and ending point. The simplest WF-net is shown
in Figure 1, where transitions represent tasks, places
could be seen as conditions, and tokens are cases (e.g. a
patient, a document or a picture). Formally:

Definition 2 (WF-net) A Petri net is a WF-net iff:

a) there is only one source place i ∈ P | •i = ∅;

b) there is only one sink place o ∈ P | o• = ∅;

c) every node n ∈ P ∪ T is on a path from i to o.

The third point of this definition entails that if a new
transition t connecting o with i is added, then the re-
sulting Petri net is strongly connected.

ti o

fi,t ft,otoken

place

transition

Figure 1: WorkFlow Net with a Single Transition

Definition 3 (Strong connectivity) A Petri net is
strongly connected iff for every pair of nodes (i.e. places
and transitions) x and y, there is a path leading from x
to y.

The soundness property for WF-nets introduced by
(van der Aalst 1997) implies that if a net has k tokens
in the input place during the initial marking, it will
have k tokens in the output place at the final marking
(i.e. M0(i) = Mq(o)). A WF-net with soundness is



guaranteed to terminate (i.e. it does not have deadlocks
or livelocks).
In order to avoid deadlocks in WF-nets, (van der Aalst
2000) introduced the well-handled property that ensures
the lack of bad constructions (e.g. XOR-split followed
by AND-join block). Formally:

Definition 4 (Well-handledness) A Petri net is
well-handled iff, for any pair of nodes {ni, nj} such that
one is a place and the other a transition, and for any
pair of elementary paths C1 and C2 leading from ni to
nj, C1 ∩ C2 = {ni, nj} ⇒ C1 = C2.

Petri nets can become very large when defining com-
plex processes (van der Aalst 1998b). To facilitate the
representation, hierarchical Petri nets were introduced
as an extension of PNs where a transition can be rep-
resented by another PN (called subnet) – see Figure 2.
The action of replacing a transition by a subnet is called
an iteration. Iterations are denoted as regular when the
subnet has entrance and exit nodes acting as dummy
nodes. This concept leads to a new type of Petri nets
known as WRI-WF nets (Well-handled with Regular It-
erations WF-net) presented in (Ping et al. 2004). For-
mally:

Definition 5 (WRI-WF net) A Petri net is a WRI-
WF net iff:

a) the PN is a WF-net (see Definition 2);

b) the PN is well-handled (see Definition 4);

c) the PN is acyclic;

d) the iterations of the PN are regular.

WRI-WF nets are inherently sound (see (Ping et al.
2004) for proof).

dummy dummy

Figure 2: Hierarchical WF-net with Parallel Paths

MCPS DEFINITION

We propose to use WRI-WF-nets as the base for defining
MCPSs. However, to comply with the predictive nature
of MCPSs there are some additional restrictions that
have to be added. Formally:

Definition 6 (MCPS) A Petri net is an MCPS iff all
the following conditions apply:

a) the PN is WRI-WF-net (see Definition 5);

b) each place p ∈ P \{i, o} has only a single input and
a single output;

c) the PN is 1-bounded, that is, there is a maximum
of one token in each p ∈ P for every reachable state
(i.e. M(p) ≤ 1).;

d) the PN is 1-sound (i.e. M0(i) = Mq(o) = 1);

e) the PN is ordinary (i.e. w = 1 ∀w ∈W );

f) all the transitions t ∈ T with multiple inputs or
outputs are AND-join or AND-split, respectively;

g) any token is a tensor (i.e. multidimensional array).

In an MCPS, an atomic transition t ∈ T is an algorithm
with a set of hyperparameters λ that affect how the to-
ken is processed. An MCPS can be as simple as the one
shown in Figure 1 with a single transition. For example,
the token in i can be a set of unlabelled instances, and t
a classifier which consumes such token from the arc fi,t
and generates one token in o with the predicted labels
through ft,o.
An MCPS can however be hierarchically extended since
each transition t can be either atomic or special (a sub-
net with additional starting and ending dummy transi-
tions) – see Figure 2 where atomic transitions are black
and special transitions are grey. As a consequence, an
MCPS can model very complex systems with multiple
data transformations and parallel paths (see e.g. Fig-
ure 5 for a multi-hierarchy example).
In predictive modelling, the semantics for transitions
are: (1) preprocessing methods, (2) predictors, (3) en-
sembles and (4) postprocessing methods. Transitions
representing (1), (2), and (4) can be either atomic or
special. However, type (3) transitions are necessarily
special since ensembles are made of several predictors
and a combination method (e.g. voting).
Depending on the number of inputs and outputs,
MCPSs can have any of the following types of transi-
tions (see Figure 3):

• 1 → 1 transitions (e.g. a classifier that consumes
unlabelled instances and returns predictions)

• 1 → n transitions (e.g. a random subsampling
method that consumes a set of instances and re-
turns several subsets of data)

• n→ 1 transitions (e.g. a voting classifier that con-
sumes multiple predictions per instance and returns
a single prediction per instance)
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Figure 3: Types of transitions according to the number
of inputs and outputs

APPLICATION IN PROCESS INDUSTRY

Processing plants have a large number of sensors that
measure physical properties in different parts of the pro-
cess. Values such as temperatures, pressures or humid-
ity are easy to capture. However, acquiring other mea-
surements is more expensive and often require human
interaction. For instance, measuring the product con-
centration may require taking a sample and analysing it
in the laboratory.

In order to improve production efficiency, a predictive
model could deliver estimates of such hard-to-measure
values based on the process state given by the easy-to-
measure values from the sensors. This type of predictive
models are called soft sensors because they can be seen
as software or virtual sensors instead of physical.

Sometimes the first-principle models, that are based on
the physical and chemical process knowledge, are avail-
able. Although such models are preferred by practi-
tioners (De Assis and Maciel Filho 2000, Prasad et al.
2002), they are primarily meant for planning and design
of the processing plants, and therefore usually focus on
the steady states of the process (Chéruy 1997). Thus,
such models can seldom be used in practice in a wide
range of operating conditions. Moreover, often the pro-
cess knowledge for modelling is not available at all. In
such cases data-driven models fill the gap and often play
an important role for the operation of the processes as
they can extract the process knowledge automatically
from the provided data. A review of data-driven soft
sensors in the process industry is presented in (Kadlec
et al. 2009). The most popular methods are multivariate
statistical techniques like Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) in a combination with a regression model (PCR)
(Jolliffe 2002), and Partial Least Squares (PLS) (Wold
et al. 2001). Other common approaches like Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) (Qin 1997) and Radial Basis Func-
tion (RBF) (Wang et al. 2006) are based on neural net-
works. (Kadlec et al. 2009) show that there are indeed
dozens of methods to build soft sensors, each of them
with various tunable hyperparameters. There is how-
ever no single method that is universally superior across
all the problems (Wolpert and Macready 1997).

Although the most common application of soft sensors
is online prediction, others include process monitoring,
fault detection and sensor backup. In any of them, the
main requirements in the process industry are:

• reliability – to provide truthful results;

• robustness – to work under any circumstances or
inconvenience; and

• transparency – to be comprehensible by human ex-
perts.

Within a joint research project with a large chemi-
cal manufacturer we have worked on the development
of data-driven soft-sensors. As a consequence, we de-
veloped guidelines for building MCPSs made of data
preprocessing methods and predictive models (Budka
et al. 2014). Nevertheless, designing and optimising
a predictive system to work in a real environment re-
quires a considerable human effort – e.g. (Martin Sal-
vador et al. 2014). Reducing these labour-intensive tasks
led us to investigate the automation of composing of
MCPS (Martin Salvador et al. 2016b). However, the
black-box nature of the automatic process reduces the
transparency requirement from the industry. Represent-
ing MCPSs as Petri nets helped us to address such re-
quirement.
In order to automatically compose and optimise MCPSs
for a given classification or regression problem, we have
adopted Auto-WEKA (Thornton et al. 2013), a tool
for combined model selection and hyperparameter op-
timization. We have extended this software to gener-
ate a Petri net of the resultant MCPS in PNML (Petri
Net Markup Language) format. This PN can then be
analysed in any tool supporting this standard language
(e.g. WoPeD (Freytag and Sänger 2014)). The software
and source code are publicly available in our repository:
https://github.com/dsibournemouth/autoweka.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have carried out an experimental analysis of au-
tomatically composing and optimising MCPSs for 7
datasets representing regression tasks of real chemical
processes. Four of these datasets have been made avail-
able by Evonik Industries as part of the collaboration
within the INFER project (Musial et al. 2013), and have
been extensively used in previous studies (Kadlec and
Gabrys 2009, Budka et al. 2014, Bakirov et al. 2015):

• ‘absorber’ dataset which contains 38 continuous at-
tributes from an absorption process. No additional
information has been provided apart from this be-
ing a regression task;

• ‘drier’ dataset, which consists of 19 continuous fea-
tures from physical sensors (i.e. temperature, pres-
sure and humidity) and the target value is the resid-
ual humidity of the process product (Kadlec and
Gabrys 2009);

• ‘oxeno’ dataset, which contains 71 continuous at-
tributes also from physical sensors and a target vari-



able which is the product concentration measured
in the laboratory (Budka et al. 2014); and

• ‘thermalox’ dataset, which has 38 attributes from
physical sensors and the two target values are con-
centrations of NOx and SOx in the exhaust gases
(Kadlec and Gabrys 2009).

Due to confidentiality reasons the datasets listed above
cannot be published. However, 3 additional publicly
available datasets from the same domain have also been
used in the experiments. These are:

• ‘catalyst’ dataset consisting of 14 attributes, where
the task is to predict the activity of a catalyst in a
multi-tube reactor (Kadlec and Gabrys 2011);

• ‘debutanizer’ dataset, which has 7 attributes (tem-
perature, pressure and flow measurements of a
debutanizer column) and where the target value is
the concentration of butane at the output of the
column (Fortuna et al. 2005); and

• the ‘sulfur’ recovery unit dataset, which is a system
for removing environmental pollutants from acid
gas streams before they are released into the atmo-
sphere (Fortuna et al. 2003). The washed out gases
are transformed into sulfur. The dataset has five
input features (flow measurements) and two target
values: concentration of H2S and SO2.

Each dataset has been split into 70% training and
30% testing sets, unless partition was already provided.
Auto-WEKA was run in parallel with 25 different initial
seeds and taking the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
as optimisation measure. The best MCPS configura-
tions for each dataset (i.e. lowest holdout error) are
shown in Table 1. Ensemble methods (Bagging and
RandomSubSpace), which train multiple predictors with
different subsets of data, have been found to provide
the best performance for all analysed datasets. In fact,
the solutions found outperform the four most popular
methods for building soft sensors (PCR, PLS, MLP and
RBF) in 6 out of 7 datasets (see δ in Table 1). None of
the most popular techniques have been selected among
the best MCPSs, indicating the potential disadvantage
of human bias towards well-known methods.
As a result of our new extension, we have been able
to generate Petri nets like the ones shown in Figures 4
and 5, in which transitions represent the WEKA meth-
ods to process the datasets ‘debutanizer’ and ‘sulfur’,
respectively.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed a novel definition of
multi-component predictive systems (MCPSs) based on
Petri nets. This vendor-independent formulation opens
the door to formally verify that MCPSs are correctly

Filtered Classifier
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Gaussian
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dummy dummy

dummy dummy

EM Imputation
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Figure 4: MCPS for ‘debutanizer’ Dataset
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Figure 5: MCPS for ‘sulfur’ Dataset

composed (Sadiq et al. 2004), which is still an outstand-
ing and non-trivial problem.

The experimental results show that it is feasible to au-
tomate the composition of MCPS for a real application
such as process industry. The automatic generation of
Petri nets helps to increase the transparency of the pre-
dictive system which a priori might be hidden under a
black-box process. Moreover, since Petri nets are ven-
dor independent, they can be easily translated to any
data mining tool.

Petri nets are very useful to express semantic of complex



dataset MV TR DR SA predictor meta-predictor E δ
absorber - Wavelet Rand.Subs. - KStar Rand.SubSp. 0.8989 ↑ 0.0844
catalyst Max Normalize - - GP Bagging 0.0736 ↑ 0.1144
debutanizer EM Wavelet - - IBk Rand.SubSp. 0.1745 -0.0035
drier EM - Rand.Subs. Res.Samp. M5P Bagging 1.3744 ↑ 0.0573
oxeno Zero Normalize - - M5P Rand.SubSp. 0.0226 ↑ 0.0042
sulfur Zero Standardize - - M5P Bagging 0.0366 ↑ 0.0030
thermalox Mean Wavelet - - GP Rand.SubSp. 0.6904 ↑ 0.6170

Table 1: Best MCPS for each dataset, holdout error E and difference with baseline δ (↑ indicates an improvement).
MV = missing value replacement, TR = transformation, DR = dimensionality reduction, SA = sampling.

systems. For example, we have also explored the use of
coloured Petri nets to include an additional token repre-
senting meta-data when transitions of the MCPS need
adaptation (Martin Salvador et al. 2016a). As future
work, we would like to take advantage of workflow alge-
bra (Pankratius and Stucky 2005) to model the adapta-
tion of MCPSs. Moreover, it would be interesting to use
Timed Petri nets to model task duration and delays.
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